
Product  Review:  Perfect
Practical Gifts for Your Home

By Courtney Shapiro

It’s holiday season! This is the best time of year to go
shopping for your family. If you’re having trouble finding the
best items, Cupid explores exciting and practical gifts in
this  product  review,  that  your  family  will  enjoy  without
breaking the bank.

Product Review: Check out some of
the best gifts for your home this
season

“Happy Day Rug”, Rugs available $18-370

“Happy Day” Rug by Lorena Canals. Photo: lorenacanals.com
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Lorena  Canals  rugs  make  for  perfect  home  decor.  The  rug
designs are inspired by various sunrises and are made with an
array of colors and fabrics. Lorena Canals is the founder of
the Spanish lifestyle brand, and all of her rugs are eco-
friendly, hypo-allergenic, and functional. These are sure to
brighten up any living space.

Related Link: Product Review: A Runner’s Essential Product
Guide

ChargeHub Powerstation 360, $60

ChargeHub Powerstation 360. Photo: limitlessinnovations.com

 

No more fighting with the family to see who gets to use the
outlet! With this power station, 10 devices can charge at the
same time. The port has six adapter outlets, as well as four
USB ports. The USB ports have SmartSpeed® Technology, which
means the device will charge much faster than a normal port.
The station can be simply placed on the floor, or even mounted
on the wall. For only $60, this product is a steal!
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Related  Link:  Product  Review:  YouTuber  Heather  Marianna’s
Created ORganic Beauty Line, Beauty Kitchen

BloomBaes, $55-$75

BloomBaes. Photo: bloombaes.com

 

Calling  all  chocolate  lovers;  these  handcrafted  artisan
chocolate bouquets make the perfect gift. Made with chocolate
truffles,  sola  wood  flowers,  and  of  course,  love  will
definitely make someone smile. The bouquets come in two sizes
with many decorative bucket and wrapping options. It only
takes three easy steps; first choose your BloomBae, add a
personal touch, and send it to brighten someone’s day.

Related Link: Product Review: These Personal Care Products
Should Always Be In Your Bathroom 

Lotus Trolley Bag, $22.99
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Lotus Trolley Bag. Photo: lotustrolleybag.com

 

Get ready to up your grocery shopping game. This product comes
as a set of four and easily lines up in the shopping cart. The
re-usable, environmentally friendly bags are easy to use, hold
up to 70 pounds, save time at checkout, and have special
compartments for cold and fragile items. These bags should
definitely be on your wish list.

Tastemaker, $28



Tastemaker products. Photo: Amazon.com

 

Whether you’re hosting a holiday party, or just having some
family over, the Tastemaker is a fun gift for experimenting
with new cocktail concoctions.This product is quick and easy
to use, holds up to nine fluid ounces at a time, and can
infuse something in as little as five minutes. You only need a
base liquor, fruits and spices of your choice. The set comes
with a built-in stainless steel mesh filter, four round ice
ball  molds  and  ten  exclusive  drink  recipes.  Impress  your
guests this season with your new found mixology skills!

Make sure to check out more of Cupid’s product reviews.
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